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fter serving two years as Executive Director
and leading Bat Conservation International
through the complex transition after the
 departure of our foun -
der, I am stepping

down at the end of April. I am proud
of what we have accomplished and
awed by the dedication of our
 members, partners and friends. I am
leaving a strong and dynamic or   gani -
 zation that has begun a new era of
conservation success.

With your continued support and
commitment, BCI is moving as never
before into the international arena,
expanding our impact through criti-
cal partnerships around the world.
Our education and outreach efforts
have grown dramatically, and we are
all proud of our work in combating
the plague of White-nose Syndrome. Great challenges re-
main, but Bat Conservation International is ready and able
to meet them.

Just over a year ago, we created an education depart-
ment, which has been a key organizer of events for the
IUCN-designated International Year of the Bat. Our small
education team presented more than 220 talks that ex-
plained the values and conservation needs of bats to thou-
sands of individuals. BCI education efforts are being
boosted by a new volunteer program, which already includes
29 docents, many Speaker’s Bureau participants and volun-
teers working on such projects as translating BCI educa-

tional materials into Spanish.
Thanks to both new donors and returning friends, we

have increased our membership during tough economic
times when many nonprofits have been losing
ground. And our activist base has grown tremen-
dously: our email-alert list now numbers more
than 22,000 people. The results have been dra-
matic. Whether the goal is to seek congressional
support for White-nose Syndrome funds or to
chastise television personalities or toy companies
for maligning bats, our supporters often release a
deluge of letters – and get results.

One of our most exciting areas of growth is in
our international efforts. We are actively working
with such regional groups as Southeast Asian Bat
Conservation and Research Unit and the Latin
American Network for Bat Conservation, and also
supporting local efforts around the world. Our
Global Grassroots Conservation Fund has enjoyed
dramatic growth. This program provides small

grants for critical bat-conservation projects outside the
United States. Thanks to targeted fundraising efforts and
the generous support of our members, we have increased
these grants from four to six a year to 14 awards totaling
$39,800 for work in 12 countries of Africa, Asia and Latin
America.

There are still many battles to fight. White-nose Syn-
drome, wind-energy turbines, bushmeat hunting and habi-
tat loss all threaten the world’s bats. But BCI’s staff, with
the support of our members, will always be on the front
lines to protect these beleaguered mammals. It has been my
honor to serve as BCI’s transitional Executive Director.
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Leave a legacy for bats today...
By making a bequest to Bat Conservation International, you’ll be supporting our essential bat conservation,

education and research efforts. Putting BCI in your will ensures that bats will be protected for generations

to come. 

To find the charitable gift that best fits your financial goals, visit www.batcon.org/planned.
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Nina’s leadership over the past two years has positioned Bat Conservation International on solid footing to build on

the significant conservation impacts it has made. The Board of Trustees appreciates Nina’s dedication, celebrates all

that she has accomplished and wishes her nothing but success in her future endeavors. The Board has complete

confidence in the proven ability of BCI’s staff, in partnership with the Board, to direct this organization and continue

its vigorous conservation efforts during the search for a new Executive Director. BCI is a strong organization that is

in good hands as it moves confidently into the future.
John P. Hayes, Chair

Bat Conservation International Board of Trustees
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COVER PHOTO: Nectar-eating lesser long-nosed bats (Leptonycteris yerbabue-
nae) like these are increasingly feeding at hummingbird feeders in and around
Tucson, Arizona. An innovative citizen-science project is monitoring the bats’ visits
to backyard feeders. See page 10.
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by Kristine Bohmann &
Christina Lehmkuhl Noer

s the sun sets over the
endless fields of sug-
arcane, our Swazi

field assistant, Mduduzi, parks along the
side of the road. We jump out of our van
holding a homemade bucket trap and
rush to a nearby house. As we approach
the house, hundreds of bats come pour-
ing out of an old ventilation shaft. We
position our pole-mounted bucket just
beneath the emergence hole and are in-
stantly rewarded with the familiar sound
of bats dropping into the bucket. We
 gently lift each chittering bat from the
bucket trap and choose an adult female
for  radiotracking. Before she is released
into the night sky, we glue a tiny transmitter to her back. Then
we pile back into the van and drive in the direction of the radio
signal. 

Africa presents a vast frontier for bat research. Here, chal-
lenges facing scientists are often daunting, but the rewards in
new knowledge are great, since the scientific studies that drive

bat conservation are rare
throughout most of the conti-
nent. The ability of insect-eating
bats to reduce damage to farm
crops has been demonstrated
around the world – but until
now, not in Africa. 

We were in Swaziland to con-
duct our Master’s degree research
studies on the potential benefits
of Angolan free-tailed bats (Mops
condylurus) and little free-tailed
bats (Chaerephon pumila), sup-
ported in part by a Bat Conser-
vation International Student
Research Scholarship. Working

closely with Ara Monadjem from the University of Swaziland
and Tom Gilbert from the Centre for GeoGenetics at the Nat-
ural History Museum of Denmark, we are able to combine our
fieldwork with state-of-the-art DNA analyses and demonstrate
the likelihood that these two species eat insect pests over fields
of sugarcane.
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Do insect-eating bats patrol
sugarcane fields in Swaziland?
Do insect-eating bats patrol
sugarcane fields in Swaziland?

A

Tracking the movements of bats with tiny radio
transmitters glued to their backs confirms that
 insect-eating bats prefer to forage over vast fields
of sugarcane in Swaziland.

Free-tailed bats need to get air under their wings in order to fly.  That makes them
easy to catch in a bucket trap (a plastic bucket attached to a pole, extreme left in
photo). They drop into the bucket as they leave their roost and cannot escape. 
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Bat pellets were collected by placing a board be-
neath the entrance to the bats’ roost. 

Sugarcane fields have replaced natural savannah habitat in this part of Africa. But the fields attract
large  numbers of insects, which make them attractive foraging grounds for bats.

Sugarcane is a major industry and primary export in Swaziland, and sugar-
cane fields cover vast stretches of the country. While many  animals, especially
larger mammals, have declined sharply due to the loss of natural habitats, others
seem to survive – and sometimes even thrive – in these human-made habitats,
such as the insect-rich fields of sugarcane. Because free-tailed bats are such an-
imals, and their wing and echolocation characteristics are adapted to feeding
over open spaces, they are excellent candidates for providing insect pest control
over fields of sugarcane.

During our three months of fieldwork, we radiotracked a total of 20 bats,
one at a time. Frequent delays were caused by bats rubbing off their transmitters
or simply disappearing over the fields. We also got lost in the never-ending maze
of sugarcane, became stuck on muddy roads and encountered hissing, venomous
puff adders.

In addition to radiotracking the bats to determine where they prefer to
 forage, our goal was to figure out which insects the bats eat. To do that, we
needed to locate roosts where we can collect bat guano for molecular analyses.

Tag along with us to the northeastern part of Swaziland, as we explored the
pest-control potential of two free-tailed bat species.

We drive our van slowly through a small Swazi village with our heads poking
out of the van’s windows. Our eyes are closed, but our noses are hard at work,

   

c o u rt e s y  o f  K r i s t i n e  B o h m a n n
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sniffing the air for the unmistakable odor of the free-tailed bats’
roosting sites. After awhile, we smell the bats, jump out of the
van and follow the smell on foot. We end up at a house where
we spot old bat pellets beneath the bats’ entrance hole. The res-
idents greet us warmly – and promptly ask if we can help them
get rid of the bats. We decline, but they nonetheless give us per-
mission to place a board covered in “cling film” beneath the
roost entrance. We hope that the bats will leave droppings on
the board as they fly in and out of the roost. And indeed they
do. Before we head back to Copenhagen, we are able to collect
guano from several roosts without disturbing the bats.

At the University of Copenhagen, we analyze our radio-
tracking data and perform molecular analyses on the feces using
DNA barcoding combined with state-of-the-art, next-genera-
tion sequencing in order to determine what the bats have been
feeding on. To do that, we target mini-barcodes from the insect
DNA in the bat pellets, using a short fragment in the so-called
barcoding region to identify insect remains. 

BCI Scholarship recipient Elizabeth Clare in Canada previ-

ously used full barcode sequences to identify insects down to
the genus or species of more than three-quarters of the se-
quences obtained from bat pellets (see BATS, Winter 2009 and
Fall 2011). That, however, requires a database of identified
DNA sequences for matching. At the time of our study, how-
ever, the Barcode of Life Data Systems database included only
a small amount of insect-barcodes from Swaziland and South
Africa. Due to this limited reference database, our results were
limited mostly to insect orders and families rather than species.

Nonetheless, our DNA analyses show that the bats fed on a
wide range of insects, including the moth and beetle families to
which sugarcane pests belong. And since our radiotracking re-
sults revealed that most bats preferred foraging over the vast,
open fields of sugarcane, the free-tailed bats certainly were in
the right place to have been eating the sugarcane pest insects. 

We hope that our findings will provide incentives for main-
taining the bats in this and other agricultural areas, for these free-
tailed bats face great challenges. Their natural day-roosting sites
are narrow crevices in trees and rocks. These natural roosts are

A miniature radio transmitter attached to this bat, which was collected in Swaziland,
will allow researchers to track its path as it forages for insects during the night. The
transmitter will fall away within a few days.
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declining, but the bats have no problem moving into buildings.
Sharing your house with a colony of free-tailed bats, however,
can be problematic, since they are smelly, noisy and produce
large quantities of guano. Therefore, residents often evict them
by blocking the entrance holes at night, while the bats are forag-
ing. One way to help these “homeless” bats could be to provide
alternative roosting sites by placing bat houses around the sug-
arcane fields. This would keep the bats around the fields, where
they could be of economic value to the sugarcane industry. 

Today, three years after our fieldwork in Swaziland, our
study has inspired similar research into bats’ pest-control po-
tential in South African macadamia and citrus plantations. The
prospects of a growing collaboration between bat biologists and
agricultural industries suggest a more promising future for
Africa’s bats.

CHRISTINA LEHMKUHL NOER received her Master’s in bi-
ology from the University of Copenhagen and is an education officer
at the Natural History Museum of Denmark, University of Copen-
hagen. KRISTINE BOHMANN is a Ph.D. student at the Centre
for GeoGenetics, Natural History Museum of Denmark. 
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For three months of fieldwork, the researchers’ home was a tent in Hlane Royal National Park. Life was
simple: no electricity, TV or Internet, being awakened by the roaring of lions and having elephants – or
this ostrich – join them during their afternoon coffee.As the locals say, “T.I.A., my friend” – This is Africa!
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BCI’S BIRTHDAY:
30 years of Bat Conservation
The Bat House Project: Refuge for Homeless Bats

Emily Davis: Making the Dream Come True

The bat house at the Creston Valley Wildlife Management Area
in British Columbia, Canada, was adapted from BCI plans. It’s
about 10-feet (3 meters) square, sits on utility poles and can
house up to 30,000 bats. That’s 150 times as many bats as the
“multi-chamber bat houses” BCI was exploring in the 1990s.

At the Trinity River National Wildlife Refuge in East Texas,
rare Rafinesque’s big-eared bats (Corynorhinus rafinesquii) are
raising pups in “tower roosts” made of cinder blocks that mimic
the increasingly scarce large, hollow trees these rare bats prefer.
Similar artificial roosts are being used by “rafies” in six states.

The legacy of BCI’s Bat House Project, which studied, de-
signed and tested artificial bat roosts from 1993 through 2008,
extends far beyond the backyard bat houses with which it began.

With BCI’s active support, bat houses began appearing
around the United States during the 1980s. But, among other
problems, these were mostly too small and provided roosting
chambers that were too large for the bat species, such as Mexican
free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis), that they were intended

for. Bats mostly shunned these efforts.
The North American Bat House Research Project (which be-

came the Bat House Project) was created after BCI’s first survey
of bat-house success rates suggested some key criteria, especially
larger houses with ¾-inch roosting chambers. The Bat House
Builders Handbook reported those findings.

Over the next 10 years, the project analyzed data from a total
of about 7,000 volunteer Research Associates who erected their
own bat houses and reported on their design, location and suc-
cess. Occupancy rates improved from about 23 percent in 1995
to more than 60 percent by 2000, with nearly 90 percent success
for houses and locations that met BCI’s guidelines.

Countless bats now live in BCI-style bat houses in backyards,
parks and greenbelts. They’re also popular at orchards, vineyards
and farms that include insect-eating bats in Integrated Pest Man-
agement Plans. Longtime BCI supporter Frank Bibin installed
his first bat house at his Pebble Hill Grove pecan orchard in Geor-
gia in 1996. He now has 10 bat houses that offer summer homes

Emily Davis joined a dream. That dream
became Bat Conservation International –
about five months after she paid her first
membership dues in October 1981. She’s
been paying her dues for 30 years now. 

The dedicated cave explorer and book-
seller became BCI Member Number 39
after showing up at the North American Bat
Research Symposium in Ithaca, New York,
and crossing paths with BCI Founder Mer-
lin Tuttle. “He was going around talking
about this organization he wanted to create that would protect
bats and publicize a positive image for bats,” she recalls. “He said
everybody needed to support his idea. So I did.”

Has it been worth it after all these years? “Oh, yeah. For me
it’s two-sided: my whole life revolves around bats and caves be-
cause of my business.” Emily and her husband, Michael Warner,
own Speleobooks in Schoharie, New York. The store specializes
in books and other items related to caves, caving and bats. 

“We’ve been able to help BCI now and then over the years”
with advice for BCI’s Batcatalog. Now that collaboration is mov-
ing to a new level: BCI and Speleobooks have formed a partner-
ship to replace the Batcatalog with Batgoods.com, an online
source for bat-related items of all kinds. Speleobooks operates
Batgoods.com, with BCI receiving a percentage of each sale. 

“It’s a wonderful partnership,” Emily said. “We think it’s
going to benefit everyone. And it frees up a lot of BCI’s time and

energy that can now go to bat conservation.”
When she met Merlin, Emily, an enthu-

siastic caver since 1969, was hoping to learn
more about bats. “For me,” she says, “bats
were a natural. I’ve always been interested in
biology and unusual animals. So when I
started exploring caves for sport, I became
very interested in cave life – especially bats.

Speleobooks was a part-time operation
for 10 years, while Emily continued working
as a schoolteacher. She incorporated bats

into her lessons and also became a popular bat-education speaker.
She went full-time with Speleobooks in 1986. Since the early
1980s, Emily has also been working with the New York Depart-
ment of Conservation on its annual bat counts.

One of her strongest memories of BCI is from 1986, “when
Merlin took the dive and moved to Austin (from Wisconsin). He
had to make this enormous decision to leave his job and focus
his whole life on the conservation of bats. That impressed me so
much. Those of us who could had to step up to the plate and
support him on that.”

And then there was the BCI Founder’s Circle Ecotour to
Brazil: “We went 600 miles up the Amazon in a tiny, little boat.
I will never forget the time the captain took us out at 4:30 in the
morning. It was so quiet. Nobody said a word. And we listened
to the animals waking up and to the jungle coming to life. That
was one of the most emotional experiences of my life.”

Emily Davis explores a cave in Hawaii.

© c o u rt e s y  o f  e m i ly  d av i s



Bat Conservation International was facing a crisis in 1992. Six
years after moving from Wisconsin to Austin, Texas, BCI was
overflowing its offices as leasing fees were rising sharply. There
was not enough room where we were and not enough money to
move. So Founder Merlin Tuttle spoke with Bill Haber of Beverly
Hills, California.

As always, Bill, then a founding partner of Creative Artists,
one of Hollywood’s top talent agencies, was ready to help. “Merlin
sent me photos and business info on the building. Basically, BCI
wanted to buy that lovely building but didn’t have the money, so
I bought it for them, and they bought it back from me.”

Initially, Bill leased the first floor to other businesses, while
BCI used the top floor. In 1995, with help from Perry, Lee and
Ed Bass, BCI purchased the 10,000-square-foot building. 

The building, in a wooded business park just west of Austin’s
Wild Basin nature reserve, is still BCI’s international headquar-
ters. With ample room and no lease payments, our energy stays
focused on conserving bats – thanks mostly to Bill Haber.

“I’ve always been interested in bats, mostly jokingly in the
beginning. But there was an article in Peoplemagazine [in 1986]
that was something about bats in films and how they were so
badly misrepresented. That same month, I read one of Merlin’s
photo essays in National Geographic. That’s when I joined up.”

The letter he sent with his membership said he wanted “to
help convince Americans that the bats’ bad rap is a bum rap.”

In 1987, Bill provided generous financial support for mem-
bership development and staff training. BCI’s membership

climbed from 2,000 to 7,000 within two years.
His entertainment experience proved invaluable in enabling

production of The Secret World of Bats, a 1990 documentary that
featured Merlin Tuttle and was filmed around the world by Sur-
vival Anglia. When Merlin first mentioned the idea, Bill recalls,
“I went to Kim LeMasters, who was president of CBS Entertain-
ment, and out of that came The Secret World of Bats.” The video
was developed for CBS, where it drew 7 million viewers in prime
time. It has been rebroadcast in 70 countries. 

Bill is now President of OSTAR Enterprises in Westport,
Connecticut, where he produces movies, television programs and
Broadway plays. (He also invests about half his time as a special
adviser and board member of Save the Children.) Being in the
entertainment business, “I see how badly bats are depicted. And
when they are, I always complain.”

Bats, he said, “just do good, and they are so misunderstood.
The more you’re around them, the more you understand how
smart and valuable they are. But they are more vulnerable than
most animals. I think BCI provides really necessary protection
for a very misunderstood mammal. I think somebody has to do
it, and BCI does it better than anybody else.”

Bill said he traveled occasionally with Merlin and one trip
was especially memorable. “We went to Sydney, Australia, and
spent three days training flying fox orphans to fly. To actually
train bats to fly when they’ve lost their mothers – that was just
fantastic. You know what they say: ‘To know a bat is to love a
bat.”

BCI Profile
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Bill Haber: Finding a Place of our Own

to some 3,500 bats. And he consistently reports reduced damage
from hickory shuckworm moths and other pests of pecans.

Bat houses built to BCI criteria are being used around much
of the world. A recent experiment by Tore Christian Michaelsen
and colleagues in Norway that found bat houses adapted from
BCI plans were so attractive that bats often evicted themselves
from private homes and moved into nearby bat houses.

BCI began exploring tower roosts in 2000 in hopes of pro-
viding homes for forest bats that are losing their natural roosts:
extra-large cavities inside old-growth trees that are frequently
cleared from managed forests. Initial versions of these “artificial
trees” involved concrete culverts stacked two-high and capped at
the top. The design attracted Rafinesque’s big-eared bats and
other species, but it proved too expensive and required heavy ma-
chinery to install. Studies found that the cinder-block version was
at least as effective for bats and less expensive to build.

An intriguing twist on tower roosts was studied in Costa Rica
by BCI Scholar Detlev Kelm. He tested very low-cost, low-main-
tenance artificial hollow trees designed to attract seed-dispersing
fruit bats that are critical to regenerating damaged rainforests. His
research demonstrated that bats moved into the artificial roosts
quickly – and seed dispersal was significantly enhanced.

Sometimes a very large bat house is required, especially when
bat colonies are displaced as habitat is lost to construction, agri-
culture or other activities. Various options have been tried over
the years, but with mixed success. Then Cal Butchkoski of the
Pennsylvania Game Commission designed the Pennsylvania Bat

Condo in 1997 to hold as
many as 10,000 bats. It
proved effective for little
brown myotis (Myotis lu-
cifugus) and other bats, es-
pecially in the Northeast
and Midwestern states.

The design proved less
effective for southern bats,
such as the Mexican free-
tails that often roost in large
colonies, however. So in
2008, BCI worked with
University of Texas archi-
tects to modify the design
of the bat condo. The result
is BCI’s Community Bat
House that can hold tens of
thousands of bats. 

Examples of these giant
bat houses have been built
from BCI plans (which are
freely available) in Escam-
bia County, Florida, as well as in British Columbia.

Although the Bat House Project is no longer an active BCI
program, homeless bats across North America and the world are
still finding safe refuge because of it.

This community bat house in British
Columbia, Canada, can hold 30,000 bats.
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wo volunteers pause at a predetermined spot in
their nighttime walk along a riverbank in rural
Ireland. Suddenly, the bat detector one carries

comes to life, clicking with the echolocation calls of a Dauben-
ton’s myotis on the hunt for aquatic insects. As the clicks accel-
erate into a “feeding buzz,” the second person scans the water’s
smooth surface with the beam of her flashlight until the bat is
spotlighted as it dips to the water and snags an
insect with its feet. The pair record the event
in their log, then resume their walk.

Similar scenes have been occurring each
August alongside waterways throughout much
of the country since 2006, when Bat Conser-
vation Ireland launched its very popular
Daubenton’s myotis monitoring program with
a call for volunteers. Nearly 400 people par-
ticipate, surveying more than 200 sites for
these impressive bats. Myotis daubentonii are
sometimes called water bats because of their
habit of flying low over the water and gaffing
insects with their large feet.

“I have now been assisting in the surveys
for four years,” says volunteer Brigid Geoghe-
gan. “I find myself experiencing rising concern
if I notice lower numbers than previous years.
It’s always interesting to get the end-of-year

feedback and [see] the patterns that are emerging. I’m a small
cog in a big wheel, but happy to be able to do my bit.”

Trained volunteers are an essential part of bat conservation
and research in Ireland, which is home to nine bat species (all
of them insect eaters), but relatively few bat scientists. Accurate
information about Irish bats and their benefits has been rare
and misconceptions are common. 

Bat Conservation Ire-
land, founded in 2003, is
dedicated exclusively to the
conservation of Ireland’s
bats. We develop and dis-
seminate educational ma-
terials, give presentations
and lead bat walks. We also
conduct nationwide sur-
veys to monitor bat popu-
lations, provide a central
repository for bat data and
serve as an umbrella organ-
ization for local bat groups.

Under domestic and
European Union legisla-
tion, all Irish bat species are
protected and we are
obliged to monitor them.

VOLUNTEERS FOR BATS
The public pitches in to count Irish bats

by Niamh Roche

VOLUNTEERS FOR BATS
The public pitches in to count Irish bats

A team from Bat Conservation Ireland surveys a
 hibernation site as part of the group’s continuous
monitoring of the nation’s bats. 

T
A Daubenton’s myotis emerges from a tree roost. Bat Conservation Ireland operates
a volunteer-based monitoring program for these remarkable bats.
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In 2003, Ireland’s Heritage Council commissioned the Bat Con-
servation Trust (BCT) of the United Kingdom to develop our
first nationwide bat-monitoring plan. Key objectives were that
non-specialists should be able to conduct the surveys and that
the methods would be standardized, repeatable and cost efficient.
So BCT conceived an innovative car-based monitoring system.
Volunteers drive mapped routes at a set speed at night and record
bat passes using time-expansion bat detectors. This system makes
it possible to sample bat activity from large areas and varied land-
scapes in a single evening. 

Bat Conservation Ireland has managed this monitoring pro-
gram since 2004. Volunteers are trained in how to use the
equipment during a two-hour training session prior to the sur-
vey. Our specially trained volunteers include wildlife rangers,
local residents and members of BCIreland. 

Each team of two or three people in a single vehicle, with a
flashing beacon mounted on top, follows a set route for each
survey. One person drives while the others navigate and handle
the equipment. They clamp the detector to the passenger-door
windows and record the output onto a minidisc. The volunteers
drive at 15 miles (24 kilometers) per hour, starting 45 minutes
after sunset. The trip takes about two and a half hours. Surveys
are conducted once in July and again in August. The recorded
sound files are sent back to Bat Conservation Ireland. 

We analyze the data, identifying and counting the bat passes
in the recorded sound files. With nine years of analyses, we are
able to derive robust trends for three of our most common
species: the common pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus), soprano
pipistrelle (P. pygmaeus) and Leisler’s bat (Nyctalus leisleri). Based
on our data up to 2011, it seems that the pipistrelles are stable
or slightly increasing, while the Leisler’s bat is increasing. 

The two pipistrelles are probably the most common Irish
bats and are found across a broad spectrum of habitat types.
The Leisler’s bat is typically the third most frequently encoun-
tered species during the car surveys, although activity levels
among species are not, strictly speaking, comparable since they
echolocate at different frequencies and different intensities.
Monitoring Leisler’s bats is particularly important because the
species is rare or infrequent in the rest of Europe.

Sixty to 70 volunteers partic-
ipate in the surveys each year and
complete two surveys in a total
of 28 locations, each covering al-
most 350 square miles (900
square kilometers).

“We have done a number of
surveys for Bat Conservation Ire-
land,” says Áine Fenner. “The
satisfaction comes afterwards,
when you see what showed up
during the transect. It’s good to
know that you are contributing
information that might not have
been available otherwise. Some-
times we have seen live owls and
foxes on the route, but mostly
we see domestic cats on the
prowl. As we come to one partic-

ular hot spot for Leisler’s on the route, I tend to get anxious to
find out if they are still here each year. So far, I have not been
disappointed.” 

Building on the success of the car-monitoring program, we
started the Daubenton’s myotis waterways project. This is also
based on methodology developed by the Bat Conservation
Trust. We’ve been astonished by the enthusiastic response.

After training, our volunteers (in teams of two) each walk 0.6
mile (1 kilometer) along a river or canal bank. They count the
number of bat passes for four minutes at each of 10 locations.
Each bat pass recorded on the bat detector must be visually con-
firmed as a Daubenton’s myotis with the flashlight, since some
Myotis bat species have similar-sounding echolocation calls.
We’ve done quality-control studies and find that our volunteers
are accurately identifying these bats. Our statistical analysis sug-
gests a fairly stable trend in Daubenton’s bat populations since
2006, although more surveys are needed to confirm this.

Both the waterways and the car-based bat surveys are now
cross-border projects that include both the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland, with funding from the National Parks
and Wildlife Service and the Northern Ireland Environment
Agency. Bats, of course, pay no heed to the borders drawn by
humans, so our all-island approach is ideal.

When we began this work, Ireland had no central authority
for collecting bat-survey data. We began developing our online
database for bat records in 2004, and it now contains more than
17,000 bat records, which, for the first time, gives us a good
idea of species’ distributions and ranges.

By combining our volunteer-based monitoring programs
with extensive public education and outreach, Bat Conservation
Ireland is producing and disseminating a wealth of new knowl-
edge and understanding about bats. We’re also seeing real
changes in public attitudes about Irish bats and the benefits they
provide to our island. We are committed to continuing our ef-
forts into the future.

NIAMH ROCHE, along with Tina Aughney, coordinates Bat
Conservation Ireland’s bat-monitoring programs.

A Bat Conservation Ireland volunteer, with a bat detector mounted
on the window of a car, records bat-echolocation calls as his team-
mate drives along a predetermined route. 

The Leisler’s bat is fairly com-
mon in Ireland, but is rarely
seen in the rest of Europe. The
species is an especially impor-
tant target of Irish bat surveys.
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MIDNIGHT RAIDERS OF ARIZONA
Monitoring nectar bats
at hummingbird feeders

MIDNIGHT RAIDERS OF ARIZONA
Monitoring nectar bats
at hummingbird feeders

by Theodore H. Fleming

efore leaving on an out-of-state trip in Septem-
ber 2002, Carole DeAngeli of Tucson, Arizona,
filled the hummingbird feeders in her yard.

“The next morning,” she recalls, “I was talking to my husband
on the phone and he told me that the feeders were empty. ‘Im-
possible,’ I said.” Hummingbirds, after all, are small and rather
dainty eaters. “But he refilled them and discovered they were
empty again the next morning. That’s when we realized we had
nighttime visitors emptying them.”

The overnight raiders were, of course, bats – and they’ve be-
come increasingly common diners at hummingbird feeders in
and around Tucson in recent years. These nectar-feeding bats
are not only draining the feeders, they’re also generating a pop-
ular and productive citizen-science program and teaching many
Arizonans about bats for the first time.

Two of the three U.S. species of nectar-feeding bats – the en-
dangered lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris yerbabuenae) and
the Mexican long-tongued bat (Choeronycteris mexicana) – are
seasonal residents of southern Arizona. Critical pollinators of
columnar cacti and agave, these bats follow a “nectar corridor”
of blossoming cacti north from Mexico into Arizona each spring.

These bats have been visiting hummingbird feeders in the
Chiricahua Mountains of southeastern Arizona for decades.
That’s also the case for the east side of Tucson: both species,
which roost in the nearby Rincon Mountains during the day,
visit feeders in the late summer and fall before migrating back

to Mexico. 
But, as documented by bat researcher Sandy Wolf, the for-

aging behavior of lesser long-nosed bats (known affectionately
as “leptos”) began to change in Tucson around 2006, following
an especially poor crop of wild agave flowers. The bats began vis-
iting feeders over a much larger area, moving into central, west-
ern and northwestern parts of the city, where people had never
encountered empty feeders in the mornings. By 2008 and 2009,
leptos were feeding widely throughout the Tucson area, including
Oro Valley to the northwest and Green Valley to the south.

In 2007, with range changes taking place and bats showing
up in countless backyards, the stage was set for an unusual bat-
monitoring program. The Arizona Game and Fish Department
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service teamed up with the city
of Marana, northwest of Tucson, to recruit “citizen scientists.”
Volunteers were asked to monitor their feeders two or three
times a week by measuring fluid levels before dark and the fol-
lowing morning. 

News of the program spread quickly via news media, flyers
and word of mouth, and the network of volunteers has grown
to well over 100 people from all over southern Arizona. Volun-
teers submit weekly reports about nectar-bat activity at their
feeders, as well as an end-of-season summary report with the
dates of first and last bat visits, dates of peak feeding and esti-
mates of the peak number of bats. They are also asked to submit
digital photos so that their visitors can be identified.

B
Nectar-eating bats of the American Southwest are critical pollinators of cacti like these
in the Sonoran Desert of Arizona.
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In addition, scientists from state and federal agencies, Bat
Conservation International and the University of Arizona oc-
casionally visit particularly active sites to capture bats to deter-
mine species, sex and age. A few of these bats have been
radiotagged to locate their day roosts. This program is providing
fascinating insights into the behavior of lesser long-nosed bats
and providing important knowledge for their conservation.

We learned, for instance, that in 2007, some of these bats
began roosting in a new cave at the western end of the Santa
Catalina Mountains – a location that moves them closer to feed-
ers in northwest Tucson.

And we find that bats are quick to locate new feeders. When
I moved to northwest Tucson in June 2008, there had never
been a hummingbird feeder on my patio, and none of my
neighbors were feeding hummingbirds. But by mid-September,
a pair of young leptos was visiting my feeder every night. Since
then, a dozen or more bats have fed at my two feeders in Sep-
tember and early October each year. The cues these bats use to
locate new feeders are still unknown. The bats typically forage
in groups, which may aid in the discovery of new feeding sites,
and they probably communicate the locations of feeders to their
roost mates. It is likely that they return to the same feeders year
after year.

We also learned that most of these bats are juvenile males
and females, yearling females or adult females. Adult males are

generally uncommon among the “midnight raiders,” since few
adult males migrate north from Mexico with pregnant females
in the spring.

And many nectar bats, not just a few individuals, have be-
come urban foragers in southern Arizona. Some people have
observed and photographed dozens of bats swarming around
their feeders. The bats use urban hummingbird feeders in south-
ern Arizona from about mid-August to mid-to-late October.
Radiotracking studies find that the leptos use dry riverbeds and
other dark areas to commute from their day roosts in the moun-
tains to feeding areas in Tucson. Some of these bats commute
as far as 25 miles (40 kilometers) one-way to reach humming-
bird feeders.

They use the feeders much as they take sweet nectar from
cactus flowers: swirling about the feeder, then periodically
sweeping in and almost hovering briefly as they dip their long
tongues into the sugar water.

People often ask: “Is feeding at artificial feeders good or bad
for nectar bats?” The short answer is: We don’t really know for
sure. It could be argued that sugar water from feeders provides
an incomplete diet that is rich in energy but low in protein and
other nutrients. But many of us have seen bats with their faces
covered with pollen (an important source of amino acids) visit-
ing our feeders, so these urban bats probably know where to
find natural nutrients, as well.
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A Mexican long-tongued bat roosts with a thick layer of agave pollen on its face (left),
while this lesser long-nosed bat (right) moves in to pollinate a saguaro cactus. Both
species are being spotted at hummingbird feeders in Arizona.
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Hummingbirds, the original targets of the feeders, are
known to feed regularly on small insects to obtain a balanced
diet. So, do artificial feeders harm hummingbirds? Probably not.
In fact, a Pacific coastal hummingbird, Anna’s hummingbird,
has become a common breeding species in Tucson over the past
30 years. New nectar-feeding birds, as well as bats, are taking
advantage of this abundant (if artificial) food source in Tucson.
My hummingbird feeders now feed an immigrant humming-
bird during the day and a migrant nectar bat at night.

Many of our volunteer observers tell us how much they enjoy
watching and learning about the “midnight raiders” that visit
their feeders. “I have learned that lesser long-nosed bats are ex-
tremely graceful in flight, are very fast and have really long

tongues,” says Meg Benhase. “They are great fun to photograph
and don’t seem to mind people or flashes. The more I learn about
these bats, the more questions I have and the more I want to
learn. Once people get to know these bats, they really love them.”

Adds volunteer Patricia Walsh: “It is not without some pride
and a little excitement, that I can say one evening in August,
‘The bats are back.’”

THEODORE H. FLEMING is Emeritus Professor of Biology at
the University of Miami and Adjunct Professor in the Department
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of Arizona.
He is the volunteer coordinator of the Bats and Hummingbird
Feeders Study.

Two endangered lesser long-nosed bats sip sugar water from a backyard hummingbird
feeder in the Tucson,  Arizona, area. A growing corps of citizen scientists is monitoring
the nectar bats’ use of the feeders.
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That old car that’s cluttering up your driveway can help bats. Just
donate it to Bat Conservation International, and we’ll haul it away from

anywhere in the United States, whether it runs or not. The same goes for
trucks, vans, motorcycles, boats and airplanes. BCI gets the proceeds to help protect

bats and their habitats.

Call us toll-free today, at 1-877-BATS-123. We’ll pick up your vehicle, and you’ll receive a receipt for
your tax-deductible donation – plus the satisfaction of helping to make a difference for bats.

Cars for Conservation
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Saving dawn bats from nets
Bat researchers in Thailand recently came upon a gut-wrench-

ing sight: well over 1,000 lifeless bats dangled from great
nets placed in and around several fruit orchards. The bats,
mostly nectar-eating dawn bats (Eonycteris spelaea), had become
hopelessly entangled in the nets and simply left to die of thirst
and starvation.

Paul Racey of the United Kingdom, Co-chair of the IUCN
Bat Specialist Group and a BCI Science Advisor, learned of this
needless, gruesome slaughter and alerted BCI. We asked Harri-
son Institute Director Paul Bates, who has long studied Asian
bats, to investigate.

The local researchers confirmed that within an area of less
than four square miles (10 square kilometers), such nets were
strung around three orchards to keep
bats and other wildlife from the growing
fruit. About 300 dead bats were found
at the smallest of the orchards, and as
many as 1,000 at the largest. The extent
of this practice in Thailand is unknown,
but conservationists fear it could spread
rapidly – with dire consequences for
these beneficial bats that pollinate a
number of valuable plants.

Biologist Sara Bumrungsri of Thai-
land’s Prince of Songkla University has
developed a preliminary plan to meet
this threat quickly through a combina-
tion of research to document alternative
orchard-protection measures and educa-
tion on cost-effective and less brutal
techniques.

Bumrungsri’s team will conduct
cost-benefit analyses for deterrents such
as fermented fish, lighting, nets that do
not ensnare bats and other suggestions
for keeping bats away from commercial
fruit trees. Crews also plan to monitor
fruit bats in the canopy of fruit trees
with night-vision video cameras.

During the study, the team will work to educate fruit farmers
about the ecological and economic importance of bats to their
local economy. Research results will be disseminated at a com-
munity meeting for farmers and through television and news-
paper outlets. BCI and other partners plan to include the study
in educational materials aimed at protecting bats, explaining
their benefits and helping farmers to coexist with bats.

BCI is currently raising funds to help support this research-and-ed-
ucation effort to protect these bats. You can help save dawn bats in
Thailand from a painful, senseless death by supporting this and
other urgent bat-conservation efforts at BCI. Please donate at
www.batcon.org/donate.

The bodies of trapped dawn bats dangle from nets strung around fruit orchards – a growing
threat to bats in Thailand.
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A new direction for Bracken Bat Cave
Millions of Mexican free-tailed bats emerge each summer

evening from Bracken Bat Cave, flying up from the cave
mouth in a dense, swirling vortex. You can hear the soft flutter
of countless flapping wings as the bats form twisting columns
to soar over the Texas Hill Country for a night of hunting the
insect-pests that bedevil farmers. Watching the bats emerge from
Bracken Cave is an unforgettable experience that can instantly
transform attitudes about bats.

Bat Conservation International will be sharing that awe-in-
spiring educational experience more broadly than ever this sum-
mer while testing a new partnership with nearby Natural Bridge
Caverns. The operators of Natural Bridge Caverns will conduct
closely supervised tours to witness Bracken Cave emergences
Wednesdays through Sundays through the summer.

BCI acquired the cave, summer home to the world’s largest
bat colony, in 1992 to secure it from the rapidly expanding sub-
urbs of San Antonio. The organization now also owns and con-

serves 697 ruggedly beautiful acres that surround the cave.
From the beginning, the vision was to use Bracken Bat Cave

as the centerpiece of a powerful educational experience to teach
the public about bats and their benefits. The financial ability to
do that, however, proved elusive. Visitors have been limited to
BCI Members on special “Member Nights” and to occasional
groups and organizations. Outreach to the general public was
not possible.

BCI hopes to change that through this trial partnership.
Natural Bridge Caverns has demonstrated its commitment to
conservation and education about caves and ecosystems and is
a long-standing supporter of BCI. This partnership will allow
Bat Conservation International to gauge the public’s interest in
visiting the site and the educational results of those visits. The
bats will be monitored to identify any negative impacts on the
colony. The tours will be halted if there is any indication that
the bats are being disturbed.

BCI Members, meanwhile, are no
longer limited to only a handful of
member nights, but may make reser-
vations to visit Wednesdays through
Sundays all summer long. Some
changes to members’ Bracken Cave
benefits were needed to help cover the
costs of maintaining the Bracken
property and of other critical conser-
vation issues, including White-nose
Syndrome.

BCI Members and guests are enti-
tled to free or discounted tickets to
view an emergence. BCI Members
may make reservations by calling
(512) 327-9721 during business
hours. Non-members may receive free
or discounted tickets by joining BCI,
or they may purchase tickets at:
brackenbatflight.com©  m e r l i n  d .  t u t t l e ,  B c i  /  8 7 7 4 2 0 1



Canadian Allan Kempert is a serious fan of bats. And as the
owner of BatHouseGuy.com, he has turned that passion into

a business for building bat houses and excluding bats (hu-
manely) from buildings. “Bat conservation is a priority with me
and I have gained an appreciation over the years for the positive
impact bats can have for agriculture,” he says. So he’s preaching
the benefits of “these natu-
ral pest controllers” to
farmers, especially organic
growers, around the
province of Ontario. Some-
times it really pays off.

Kempert, a BCI mem-
ber from Hanover, On-
tario, recently convinced a
local organic apple grower
to let him install a large,
three-chamber bat house as
part of his natural pest-con-
trol efforts. Like all his bat
houses, it was built to BCI
recommendations. The 4-
by-8 foot (1.2-by-2.4-
meter) artificial roost at
Filsinger Apple Orchard
could host as many as
2,500 big brown bats
(Eptesicus fuscus) and little
brown myotis (Myotis lu-
cifugus), which could con-
sume millions of insects
every night. Given the bats’
foraging range, nearby
farmers should also benefit
– and perhaps follow
Filsinger’s example.

Brandon Weber, part
owner and manager of the
orchard, says he expects the
bat house to become a
“low-maintenance part of
our Integrated Pest Man-
agement process. The bats
eat harmful insects, but not
our beneficial bugs, such as
bees, which pollinate, and
lady bugs, which consume
apple mites.” 

He’s also planning to
use the bat guano that ac-
cumulates beneath the bat
house as a potent natural fer-
tilizer, which “has been used

in agriculture since ancient times.”
In addition to helping to control pests, says Kempert, who

gives frequent bat talks, the big bat house “provides a ‘wow’ fac-
tor that will naturally draw out people’s curiosity” and presents
new opportunities for public outreach.

Weber plans to showcase the bat house and the benefits of
bats during regular orchard tours and especially
during the area’s annual Apple Blossom Festival
on May 26.

No bats have moved into the bat house, but
Kempert said bats live in the surrounding area
and he expects them to discover the bat house,
which is located near a pond, before too long.
He hopes the larger size will encourage female
bats to raise pups there and establish a maternity
colony.

Kempert is the author of Simple Bat Evic-
tion, an accurate and popular do-it-yourself
guide to humane bat exclusions. And he con-
tinues spreading the word around Ontario
about the benefits of bats.
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Members in Action

Bats and orchards

Allan Kempert, the Bat House Guy, gets a little help from his son, Nick, as he
builds a large bat house (right), then shows off the finished roost he installed at
Filsinger Apple Orchard in Ontario. 
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Scouting for bats
in Mississippi

Combining bats, biologists, scouts and adults
produced a unique educational experience

and Year of the Bat celebration in Missis-
sippi last year.

Bat biologists and bat enthusiasts
of the Mississippi Bat Working
Group (MBWG) conducted a bat
survey, complete with a mist-net-
ting demonstration, and bat-ed-
ucation stations at Sardis Lake
for Boy Scout Webelos Pack
234 of Olive Branch, Missis-
sippi.

The boys, ages 9 to 11, and
their families learned about Mis-
sissippi’s bats and their benefits,
biology and conservation at the
Scouting for Bats event. The scouts
earned credits for the Wildlife Con-
servation Belt Loop and Pin by partici-
pating in the evening’s interactive
activities. 

Each scout presented a report to the group
about one bat species. Meanwhile, MBWG members
were busy catching bats at a nearby creek to give the boys

an “up-close” look at live bats and how researchers
collect data from them. Twelve eastern red

bats (Lasiurus borealis) were caught in 18-
meter mist nets. The next step for the

scouts was an MBWG-approved
bat-conservation project at one of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers’ Yazoo River Basin lakes
with the help of Corps Rangers.

This popular event is part
of the Working Group’s efforts
to conserve bats through re-
search and education. The
group consists of 125 individ-
uals from a variety of back-
grounds, including teachers,

landowners and retirees, as well as
professional wildlife biologists,

foresters and rangers working
throughout Mississippi. 
In addition to outreach programs such

as Scouting for Bats, the working group in-
ventories bat species throughout the state and

monitors Mississippi’s 15 indigenous species for signs of
White-nose Syndrome.

Help us honor
those who make a difference

People make bat conservation possible. All over the world,
successes large and small begin with a few individuals who

recognize a threat to bats and decide to do something about it.
They may take direct conservation action, conduct critical re-
search, mobilize others, educate decision-makers or the public,
raise funds or attack the problem in unique ways. But their goal
is to protect bats.

Bat Conservation International wants to recognize some of
those who are making a difference. We need your help. We are
asking our members and friends to nominate individuals who
have demonstrated exceptional professionalism, ingenuity, per-
severance and/or impact for bat conservation in the past few
years. BCI Bat Conservation Awards will be made for Science,

Education and Advocacy.
The rules are simple: Anyone is eligible, from professional

scientists, managers and conservationists to teachers, school-
children and volunteers. To nominate someone, please provide
the specific award category and the nominee’s name, city and
occupation or title. Then describe in 350 words or less why this
person deserves the award.

A committee of BCI staff members will review the nomina-
tions and select the winners, who will be announced in the Win-
ter 2012 issue of BATS.

Nominations may be sent to awards@batcon.org or mailed
to Awards, Bat Conservation International, PO Box 162603,
Austin, TX 78716. They must be received by June 18, 2012.
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BCI and RELCOM (the Latin American Network for Bat Con-
servation) are launching a dynamic new initiative for combined

efforts on behalf of the 30 percent of the world’s more than 1,250
bat species that live in this vast region. A Memorandum of Under-
standing (MOU) reflects BCI’s new commitment to global conser-
vation through partnerships and collaboration. RELCOM, founded

in 2007, is a rapidly expanding net-
work of bat-conservation groups across
Latin America that work together for
bat research, education and conserva-
tion. It now includes 15 member coun-
tries from Mexico to Argentina.

Last January in Costa Rica, leaders
of RELCOM and BCI met for the first
time to explore the benefits of collabo-
ration. After two days of spirited dis-
cussions, they committed to a series of

collaborative projects, including partnering on the 2012 RELCOM
meeting and conducting workshops in Central America.

“By empowering local efforts, this MOU will benefit the conser-
vation of bats and the ecological processes in which they are involved
in Latin America by means of research activities, capacity building
and public outreach,” said RELCOM General Coordinator Luis
Aguirre of the University of San Simón in Bolivia. 

“It is gratifying to complete this agreement,” said BCI Executive
Director Nina Fascione. “We believe it will truly help advance bat
conservation throughout Latin America and serve as a model for col-
laboration around the world. We look forward to working with REL-
COM and with the many individual-country partners.”

Retired Lt. Col. Hal Horton of
the U.S. Air Force has been

making stained-glass windows for
40 years. A long-time BCI Mem-
ber, the 95-year-old resident of
Air Force Village in San Anto-
nio, Texas, recently created this
stunning design to commemo-
rate BCI’s new logo. He en-
tered it in the “Art is Ageless
Contest” and is donating his
work of art to Bat Conserva-
tion International.

Share a snapshot of your bat
activities: email it to
pub@batcon.org or mail to

Snapshot, Bat Conservation International,
PO Box 162603, Austin, TX 78716.

bci member snapshot 

WISH LISTThe

Your help with any of these special needs will directly improve BCI’s
ability to protect bats and bat habitats. To contribute or for more
information, contact BCI’s Department of Develop ment at (512)
327-9721 or development@batcon.org.

Attracting Bats in Southeast Asia
Bats have a tough time in much of Southeast Asia. But

a few communities have discovered that having bats

around can really pay off. In Cambodia, some farmers

are building bat houses out of native palm fronds

mounted on palm trees that often house large num-

bers of lesser Asiatic yellow bats. In parts of Vietnam,

farmers combine palm fronds with lumber to build

large bat houses. In return for the roosts, farmers sell

or use the guano and probably get some serious pest

control services. And the communities really learn to

appreciate their bats. BCI is working with Fauna &

Flora International – Cambodia to expand the use of

these bat houses in Cambodia and introduce them to

the Philippines and Indonesia. We hope to establish

two bat-house projects in each country with a total of

six large roosts (at $250 each) and 24 palm-frond

roosts ($75 each). Total cost: $3,300.

BCI Gear for Volunteers
Hundreds of thousands of people visit the Congress

Avenue Bridge in downtown Austin, Texas, each sum-

mer to watch 1½ million bridge bats emerge for a

night of bug hunting. BCI’s volunteer Bridge Docents

will be on hand several nights a week to answer ques-

tions and distribute BCI educational materials, and we

want to make sure the bat watchers can spot our vol-

unteers. We’re planning T-shirts that sport BCI’s new

logo and “Ask me about Bats,” as well as tote bags,

name tags and other essential gear at a cost of about

$1,100. We also have hundreds of volunteers who

have signed up to represent BCI through our new

Speakers Bureau, and we’d like them all to have an of-

ficial BCI-logo shirt ($2,800 for all). Our two major

volunteer initiatives are hoping for a total of $3,900.

Power Tools for Bat Gates
BCI has been building an inventory of tools needed

for building bat-friendly gates at caves and mines used

by bats. With the need for gates increasing across the

American West, a shortage of tools sometimes delays

important projects. To complete our toolkit for use

by staff and partners, we need: a Bosch Rotary Ham-

mer Drill and two bits ($810), a Bosch angle grinder

($170), a Milwaukee metal cut-off saw ($450), two

metal-cutting blades ($150), and an Acculine laser

level ($500). We also need a two-axle open-bed

trailer ($2,000) and two lockable job boxes ($580).

Total cost: $4,660.
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